Suggested restaurants in Copenhagen
Dinners are included and mandatory for delegates and guests registered to the meeting. Should you wish to
experience culinary Copenhagen prior to the meeting, after the Opening reception or if you are planning to
extend your stay, we hope you will find inspiration below.
Copenhagen has for long been known as a culinary hotspot with an impressive collection of Michelin stars
and home to three times World's Best Restaurant, noma (fully booked during the meeting), and a diverse
range of other quality restaurants.
Whether you want to enjoy seafood with a Nordic touch, a great steak, or traditional Danish open-faced
sandwiches, you can find it on our list.
Please contact Ms. Sara Winsløw at sw@meetingplanners.dk to arrange a reservation.
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Bistro Pastis – walking distance from Nyhavn
Pastis is a French bistro located on the corner of
Gothersgade and Adel Street in the heart of Copenhagen

http://bistro-pastis.dk/

Pluto – walking distance from Nyhavn
An appealing restaurant in a residential area, with concrete
pillars and an intentionally 'unfinished' feel - sit at wooden
tables, at the long metal bar or at communal marble-topped
tables. An enticing menu of small plates includes 'cheese'
and 'sweets' sections; cooking is rustic, unfussy and
flavoursome.
http://www.restaurantpluto.dk/en/frontpage
Closed on Sunday.

FIAT - in Nyhavn
FIAT is an acronym of the Fondazione Italiana Alimentari
Total, which loosely translated means total experience,
which can be felt already when you enter the door. Each
offers a welcome and you will enter almost straight into the
kitchen, where you can see the fire roaring in the pizza
oven. The food is original Italian with a modern touch.
http://f-i-a-t.dk/en/

Restaurant Ravage - in Nyhavn
Their kitchen is in essence distinctly French bistro - but they
reserve the right to be creative, to prime for good ideas and
add the classic bistro components little "havoc".
http://ravage.dk/en/

Geist - in Nyhavn
In the restaurant, you will find cushy couches, round tables
and a lively calm. In the food bar, the pulse and the music
are a little louder. You can watch the chefs working in the
kitchen or take in the vibrant streetscape of Kongens
Nytorv. The food bar is best suited for parties of up to three,
but everyone, of course, is welcome.

http://restaurantgeist.dk/en/

Nyhavns Færgekro - in Nyhavn
At Nyhavn Færgekro they invite you inside for a cozy meal
in their historic rooms that formerly housed the agency for
the legendary steamboat shipping company White Star
Line.
http://www.nyhavnsfaergekro.dk/

Restaurant KöD – walking distance from Nyhavn
At Restaurant KöD you get high-quality steaks and the
classic accompaniments. All served in charming
surroundings in central Copenhagen.
http://koedkbh.com/

Restaurant AOC – walking distance from Nyhavn
AOC holds two stars in Guide Michelin Nordic Cities 2015,
and is located in central Copenhagen.
Their aim is to give you the ultimate sensory experience,
through stimulating as many senses as possible.
http://www.restaurantaoc.dk/home
Closed on Sunday.

Restaurant Taller – walking distance from Nyhavn
Two former chefs and a waiter from a Michelin restaurant in
Copenhagen have joined forces for a Venezuelan/Danish
restaurant with a twist.

http://www.restaurant-taller.dk/
Closed on Sunday.

Restaurant Bror
Two former Noma sous-chefs have joined forces and
opened the restaurant BROR, which focuses mainly on the
Nordic cuisine. The restaurant has a Bib Gourmand in
Guide Michelin Nordic Cities 2015.
http://www.restaurantbror.dk/

Restaurant Kadeau
Kadeau is a small piece of Bornholm in the middle of
Copenhagen. In 2013 the restaurant was awarded its first
Michelin star and kept it in Guide Michelin Nordic Cities
2015.
http://www.kadeau.dk

Closed on Sunday.

Restaurant Otto
With plenty of natural wine and appetizers that alternates
between small naughty modern and comfortably familiar, is
Otto a little brother to Gorilla, they have half as many
dishes, but twice as much fun.

http://restaurantotto.dk/en/dinner/

Fiskebaren
The Fish Bar is all about fish and shellfish. It’s about fresh,
healthy, delicious food. About fine wine and a great
atmosphere. They want to offer a restaurant experience,
that in our opinion is yet to be found in Copenhagen and
they strive to give their costumers relaxed, atmospheric and
affordable experiences when visiting our restaurant.
http://fiskebaren.dk/en/fiskebaren/

Era Ora
At Era Ora they believe that eating should be a complete
sensual and intellectual experience evoking history, culture,
memories and emotions as well as taste and texture.
Respect for ingredients, details and the ever ending joy for
their Italian food culture has given their team the strength to
persist in a sensitive culinary journey through the last 31
years and for the time to come.
http://era-ora.dk/
Closed on Sunday.

